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Scotland throws a
million drinks cups
in the bin every day
– this must change
G

overnment announcements are always
welcome when the headline makes it clear that the direction of travel is consistent with
one’s own ambitions. They are even
more encouraging when there is an
apparent recognition that not only
is the ambition right, but there is an
acknowledgment that Government
does not have all the answers – that
we all have to play a part in achieving
the solution.
That’s how it is with the recent
announcement by the Scottish
Government that it will seek to
introduce a charge on single-use
cups. The move is in response to
the report produced by the Government’s expert panel on environmental charging and other measures in
thesummer,recommendingthatthe
chargeshouldbesetat20psubjectto
consultation.
Our unsustainable consumption
of single-use cups is frightening and
must change. Hundreds of millions
ofsingle-usecupsareusedeveryyear
in Scotland alone – almost a million
cups a day used once then discarded. It is not just the litter and waste
created, it is the carbon footprint of
production and transportation too.
The proposed introduction of a
charge is a big move by Government,

Rail freight
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Catherine Gee details the efforts of the Cup
Movement campaign to nudge ordinary
consumers into recycling or choosing
reuseable containers
one that is further welcome recognition that the pursuit of the UN’s
Sustainable Development Goals and
a net-zero future for the country are
not going to fall into place without
policy changes. Equally, the statement last week is also a welcome
reminder that both industry innovation and personal behaviour are key
to changing outcomes.
At Keep S cotland B eautiful,
through our Cup Movement campaign in Glasgow, we have sought to
demonstrate the combined role that
industry has to improve recycling
collection facilities and that of peoplewhocanachieveimpactbychanging personal behaviour.
This strategic intervention by our
charity is seeking to highlight the
difference that individual actions
can make when collective action is
taken to reduce consumption of the
estimated95millioncupsusedevery
year in Glasgow.
Our early evidence is that everyone

I

f we are to provide a serious
response to the present
climate emergency, there
will have to be behavioural change,
not only by customers, but also by
providers of transport services. The
Chartered Institute of Logistics and
Transport was fascinated to hear
from Karl Watts, chief executive of
new kid on the track, the Rail Operations Group (ROG), about a big new
opportunity for rail freight to raise
its game.
Karl recalled how, back in BR days,
in addition to passenger and freight
trains, there were also those that ran
for the civil engineer, who looked
after the permanent way, and for the
mechanical and electrical engineers
who cared for the ﬂeet.
With privatisation, passengers
became conveyed by franchises,
and freight was to be the preserve
of freight operating companies
(FOCs), which also provided servicesforinfrastructurecontractorsand

reallywantstobepartofthesolution,
rather than part of the problem.
We’vefoundthat70percentofpeople
in Glasgow want to recycle their
single-use cup, but that only 12 per
centdidsoproperlyviadedicatedcup
collection facilities.
Partly that is about awareness, and
the lack of appropriate infrastructure to allow recycling of items that
areoftenpart-plasticandpart-paper.
However,anencouragingsignisthat
thevastmajorityofpeoplewanttodo
the right thing.
We believe that our Cup Movement in Glasgow will help people
make a difference. Through our lastest #TakeItBack initiative we are
highlighting the 68 outlets across
the city that will recycle any singleuse cup received – hosted by our
campaignpartnersPret,McDonald’s,
Costa and Starbucks.
Together we hope to change the
situation so that more cups in the
city are properly recycled. We’re

0Piles of part-plastic, part-paper cups make for a massive carbon footprint, with

hundreds of millions used and thrown away every year by Scottish consumers who want a hot drink on the go

beinghelpedbyGlasgowCityCouncil
which has adopted our campaign
and is encouraging everyone using
single-use cups on the go to #TakeItBack.
We hope to ensure that more and
more people take the simple step of
moving to a reusable cup – there are
many who will #ChooseToReuse. In
fact, this week we were out talking

to Glasgow rail users and gave away
more than 100 campaign “rCups” reusable cups made from recycled
single-use coffee cups – in exchange
for a commitment to support
our Cup Movement campaign
objectives.
The announcement of a charge
on single-use cups is welcome.
It’s a recognition that choosing

to consume a drink on the go has
consequences for our environment.
We know that there is no single measure that will be successful
on its own, whether it be a charge
for a cup, improving recycling
infrastructure, or encouraging
more people to switch to reusable
cups. This challenge requires everyone – industry, government, charity

and individual – to work together
and be part of the much-needed
change to end this unsustainable
behaviour.
Today is a good day to welcome
this step by politicians, and decide,
individually, to alter the way we
consume takeaway drinks.
Catherine Gee, operations director,
Keep Scotland Beautiful.

Network Rail. They picked up fleet
movements for the rolling-stock
companies as well, but gradually
found that this was a specialism too
far. Accordingly there was a universal welcome to the suggestion that a
separatebusinessshouldbededicated to such activity – and thus the Rail
Operations Group was born.
Privatisationhasmadetherunning
of trains increasingly complex
because with the loss of an overarching authority, standardisation
has gone. The most favoured kind of
automatic coupling, the Dellner, is
but one of nine, and even then comes
in two different sizes. Brakes may be
mechanical or electrical and gaugingisanightmare,whichneedsafull
analysis if full account is to be had of
legacyissues,particularlyasregards
compatibility between train body
shells and platforms.
Only on recently-electriﬁed routes
may electrification be UIC-compliant, which poses a particular danger

since current returned through the
pantograph can interfere with the
signalling. Thus a specialist train
operator may be very necessary
to guide one-off train movements
throughthismineﬁeldofcomplexity.
Since the banking crisis a decade
ago, the cost of borrowing has come
down, making it attractive for new
franchisees to pledge ﬂeet renewal
and drawing new manufacturers
like CAF and Stadler into the British
rolling stock market.
ROG has never needed to advertise its services, but by proving its
worth has steadily taken work off
the FOCs, whose unreconstructed
haulage methods put expensive new
kit at risk – for example, new trains
being hauled unbraked, or a consist
comprising22barriervehiclesbeing
neededtohaulanine-carnewtrainat
a modest 45 mph – a bit like delivering a new Bentley by horse and cart.
ROG has been able to modernise
by addressing compatibility issues

so that even an ancient Class 37s,
when ﬁtted with Dellners and electric brakes, can run at 95 mph. As
wellasachievingmileageaccumulation of new trains, ROG can test new
infrastructure up to the maximum
permitted line speed. Only by being
a specialist in this field can ROG
keepuptodateonroutelearningand
maintaining knowledge across 40
or 50 traction types – and as a career
railwayman Karl has been able to
bring to the table expertise acquired
in working on franchise bids.
Most of the new build is to replace
existing fleets, with only one-third
of the 7500 vehicles now entering
service being to increase capacity. However, only 15 per cent of the
displaced vehicles, such as the old
Class 313/4/5 types, are life-expired
and thus ﬁt for recycling.
The rest possess residual value,
which means that their owners, the
rolling stock companies, want them
kept in warm storage pending iden-

tiﬁcation of a new customer. It is the
role of ROG subsidiary Traxion to
create and maintain yards at places like Crewe, Castle Donington and
Gascoigne Wood, where conditions
may protect against the risk of the
asset rapidly deteriorating.
The third ROG business, Orion
is not yet a trading company, but
seeks to address the the decline of
traditional heavy industry, which
has left rail freight with 9 per cent
of the market and competing with
lighterandfasterpassengertrainsfor
increasinglyscarcenetworkcapacity.
E-commerce is seeing a surge in
white vans making online deliveries, so the availability of redundant
but not life-expired passenger trains
provides an opportunity for repurposing while retaining 100 mph runningwhichwillbeseenwhenformer
Class319unitsownedbyPorterbrook
commenceanewlifeasbimodeClass
769s with decluttered interiors carrying roller cages hired to operate

a route thrice-daily, carrying small
freight non-stop between London
Gateway and London Liverpool
Street. With last-mile deliveries by
autonomous vehicles, these new
serviceswillhelplogisticscompanies
deal with the threat posed by ultralow emission zones.
ROG has to start with the older
assets now available, but will need
to move with the times if it is to keep
pace with environmental opportunity while gaining access to the fast
lines that may be possible only with
110mph running.
An order of ten high-speed new
trimode Class 93 locomotives from
Stadlerwillenableittomake optimal
useofthenon-electriﬁedsingle-track
branch that links Britain’s busiest
container port at Felixstowe to the
rest of the network, which is already
beingupgradedwithnewcurvesand
grade-separated junctions to speed
trains to the west and north.
CILT was joined for Karl’s presen-
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tation by one of ROG’s Scottish
team, Galashiels-based Andrew
Wylde, son of transport author
John Wylde. Much of Andrew’s
workload currently consists
of driving ScotRail Inter7City
power cars to and from Loughborough for refurbishment by
Wabtec, and collecting refurbishedcarriagesfromDoncaster.
So ROG is already helping to
usher in a new era on Scotland’s
railways and it sounds as though
the flexibility its approach can
offer will be needed if rail freight
is to recapture market share.
John Yellowlees, chair, CILT Scotland.
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